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PAST TALKS

About Me
My story is one of humble beginnings and the audacity to dream big.  I embrace my life-long commitment to 
understand my value and lean into my worth.  It has been undeniably challenging, but it's been most 
rewarding.  Now, I'm on a mission to help every woman I meet learn to unapologetically own and embrace her 
worth.  When we do that, we unlock a power that takes us to the most unimaginable places in our lives, 
businesses, careers and more.  

I'm Amanda - awarded attorney, writer, entrepreneur and educator.  I'm a partner and a parent, and the 
founder of Stoutegy Law, a law firm dedicated to helping women CEOs protect their companies, money and 
intellectual property.  I've spent years working in globally-recognized law firms and brokered numerous 
hundred-million-dollar business deals.  I've taught the curious minds of law students and elementary-school 
students  alike.  

Now, I'm here to spread a message to women about leveraging our value to go after what we want. 

What People Say
"I just want to say thank you, the amount of confidence you gave me in 
an hour is invaluable during my upcoming negotiations, personally and 
professionally! I was timid and you were immediately welcoming and 
empowering. Thank you!" - Workshop attendee 

"Amanda had great infectious energy! She made me feel like anything 
was possible." - Workshop attendee 

"Smart, crisp, succinct advice and guidance presented in a way that 
speaks into the fogginess of negotiations." - Workshop attendee

"Amanda asked me amazing and thought-provoking questions to help 
me identify my worth for myself. Working with her helped facilitate my 
mindset to focus on the question “Why not me?” - Webinar attendee 

Difficult Conversations: 
Let's Talk About Your Career

Negotiation Hot Topics 

Own Your Worth 

PAST CLIENTS

DePaul University 

Women's Business Development 
Center 

Association of Corporate Counsel 

Ohio Women's Bar Association 

(NOT EXHAUSTIVE)

(NOT EXHAUSTIVE)



TOPICS

Notable Video and 
Podcast Appearances
• Bathroom Break Series: What’s Fueling Your Burnout with Dr. Shelly Bhowmik  

• DePaul University program aims to develop more first-generation lawyers of color 
by ABC 7 Chicago with Will Jones

• Sumérgete con Serna: The Importance of Negotiating for Yourself with Noeli 
Serna

• Know Your Worth to Build Your Wealth with Hannah Chapman

• 15ish Minute Coffee Chat with Anna and Selena: Contracts, NDAs and IP

• Ladies Who Law with Samantha and Haylie: Never Tell Yourself No

Negotiating contracts effectively 

Running a secure and effective business 

Using emotional intelligence in our 
discussions 

"Asking for what you're worth is not 
selfish.  It's a profound act of self-respect." 

- Amanda 

Contact Information
hello@stoutegylaw.com 
stoutegylaw.com
linkedin.com/in/amandarmoncada/

The leverage we fail to see 

"No" is the beginning of an opportunity 

Effects of not negotiating 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/amandarmoncada_linkedinlive-womenshistorymonth-burnout-activity-6912026088277721089-BqrG?utm_source=linkedin_share&utm_medium=member_desktop_web
https://abc7chicago.com/depaul-university-lawyer-college-of-law-students/11993202/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opKxO21yhRM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDkORXZ5wZc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocQZHH99eds
mailto:https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ladies-who-law/id1496560856?i=1000644171502

